This paper is devoted to the study of a simple transformation of bilateral series. Formulae for basic bilateral hypergeometric series and generalizations of theorems on mock theta functions are proved.
Introduction.
The object of this paper is to study the following very In the cases we shall treat all series will be absolutely convergent, in particular for E™ 2ii" a»>n = E« E™ a™«-it is sufficient to have both double series absolutely convergent. This simple transformation has been used in one form or another by several authors [2] , [3], [6] , [ll] . Our object here is to systematically explore several special cases of this result. In particular, it was hoped that it might be possible to sum the basic bilateral hypergeometric series 2ip2. Such a summation formula was originally sought by Bailey [4] 
fa;*' q~\ _ tt \y/aPt' 7//a' 7//3; q~\ [a> l> q~] L 7 J l-j/at, y, y/a/3 J L t//3 J Proof. In the TL, take Just as with Theorem 2, Theorem 3 may also be related to Ramanujan's mock theta functions, and a result similar to Theorem 3 may be obtained by setting bm = qm'+2m/(q)2m+i, am=qmi~mz2m and utilizing [8, p. 162, Equation (96)].
Our final result may be considered a reduction theorem for the general 2\p2 in that we obtain an expansion of the general 2ip2 in a series in which 202's with one vanishing parameter appear. Theorem 4 now follows directly from the TL. It should be obvious from the preceding that many bilateral theorems may be obtained utilizing the TL. We have tried here to exhibit a few of the most interesting applications.
